
GiveVision™: Revolutionising Accessibility in Live Entertainment

Who We Are:
GiveVision is an innovative assistive technology company, leading the way in creating
accessible solutions for the visually impaired community. Our journey began with developing
low vision aids for individual use at home. Today, we've expanded our focus to transform
public venues and stadiums, connecting a broader audience to the exhilarating world of live
events.

The Challenge:
Despite 1 in 30 individuals suffering from sight loss, only a fraction - approximately 1 in every
3000 spectators - are visually impaired at stadiums and arenas. This stark disparity
highlights a significant gap in accessibility, barring millions from the joy of live experiences.

Our Solution: GiveVision LIVE
Our flagship product, the GiveVision headset, is a game-changer in the realm of low vision
technology. Offering two viewing modes – a real-time camera stream and TV stream – it
empowers visually impaired individuals to fully engage with live sports and cultural events
using their remaining sight. We're proud to be the sole provider of this innovative service,
already collaborating with prestigious entities like Premier League clubs, Uber Eats Ligue 1
Clubs, Wimbledon, and the World Para Athletics.

Impact and Reach:
Our technology is not just a product; it's a movement towards inclusivity. The introduction of
diverse accessibility options like GiveVision goes beyond enhancing the experience of
existing fans; it plays a key role in broadening the club's reach. Something particularly
important given the significant underrepresentation of the low vision community at sporting
events. By embracing inclusive technologies, clubs send a powerful message of equality and
inclusivity. Our installations at renowned venues like the Wimbledon and in collaboration with
partners like Vodafone and Paris Council, showcase our commitment to making live events a
joyous occasion for everyone.

Join Our Mission:
We invite you to be part of this transformative journey. Together, we can break down barriers
and create a world where live entertainment is accessible to all, irrespective of visual
impairments. Let's change the game with GiveVision.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yALtu31Vakg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Th8HoFPruuQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Th8HoFPruuQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MSPNLaJD0JQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lbfigcHOn2Q

